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TONY
Thank you Master Indicus! I will find
him and we will repair the doob!
MASTER INDICUS
I believe that you will. But I need to
do my part as well.
MASTER INDICUS pulls out a cell phone and starts dialing. As
she does a camera on a light pole goes from focusing on TONY
running down the street to her face.
CUT TO:
INT. GMNT BUILDING
GMNT AGENTS are startled by an alarm going off. On the
screens around, them maps zoom in to a blinking dot in
Manhattan.
GMNT AGENT 1
Sir. Ma’am. Commander. The trackers
have reconnected with the signal.
We’ve got them.
HATSHEPSUT
Yes. It doesn’t look like either one
of them is moving with a purpose.
One of the blips starts moving quicker.
HATSHEPSUT
Hold on. Someone found a reason to
keep hope alive.
GMNT AGENT 1
Should we deploy units?
HATSHEPSUT
No, let's wait until they congregate,
then we'll make our move. Destroy them
all in one place.
CUT TO:
INT. TEMPLE - DAY
MASTER SATAVIUS, ZHI ROU, CLEETUS, KAYA and HACK discuss
their current options.
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TONY
It's about weed, but more than just
weed. This is about fellowship!
Camaraderie! And...and...
TONY looks at BOOBIE who nods.
TONY
And the best weed I have ever smoked.
CLEETUS
Ya man!
HACK
I have the info
MASTER SATAVIUS
Let us burn one before we head out.
CUT TO:
INT. GMNT BUILDING
BOOBIE sits handcuffed and gagged to a chair in an empty
dimly lit room. HATSHEPSUT walks up to him and removes his
gag.
BOOBIE
Thank you Hatshepsut. I knew the real
you was still in there.
HATSHEPSUT
You don’t know the real me, we just
met today.
BOOBIE
You remember that?
HATSHEPSUT
Yes, stupid. The calcifier doesn’t
erase memories. I can recall
everything.
BOOBIE
So why are you working for the GMNT
now?
HATSHEPSUT
The calcifier cleared the THC cobwebs
out of my brain. I can think clearly
now.
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BOOBIE
Yeah, what are these clear thoughts?
HATSHEPSUT
Order is the most important thing.
Smoking marijuana is chaos.
BOOBIE
But you used to smoke weed.
HATSHEPSUT
What I want is for the secret of the
artifact to be lost to humanity
forever. Marijuana is detrimental to
human progress.
HATSHEPSUT pulls out a menacing device.
HATSHEPSUT
Where are the remains of the artifact?
BOOBIE
My nephew has them.
HATSHEPSUT
Wow, that was easier than I thought.
BOOBIE
You won't find him.
HATSHEPSUT leaves the room, a GMNT AGENT enters to stand
guard. BOOBIE stares at her silky pony tail.
BOOBIE
Hey, um, I got bundles.
CUT TO:
INT. CAR - DAY
DEE checks his weapon riding in the back seat, as the SHOTTAS
around him smoke a spliff.
DEE
I cant concentrate with that filth in
the air.
SHOTTA 1
That's your problem dred
hahaha

SHOTTA 2
Hahahaha
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DEE kicks one of the SHOTTAS out of the car and into street
traffic.
DEE
Your asses belong to me now! And that
means no more dirty weed!
A hand flicks a blunt out the window of the speeding vehicle.
CUT TO:
EXT. GMNT BUILDING - DAY
KAYA, TONY, HACK and CLEETUS pull up outside the GMNT
building in a new car.
LOWER THIRDS: Transportation provided by NyceCars
HACK
This is it, we get Boobie and then he
tells us where we can find the Prime
Fronto.
KAYA
We find the fronto, restore the doob
and finally return it to its sacred
place in the temple.
CLEETUS
Where everyone can partake.
HACK
I like the sound of that.
TONY
Let’s go get my uncle.
They pile into the car and pull off.
CUT TO:
INT. GMNT BUILDING - DAY
As BOOBIE creeps through the hallway, a GMNT AGENT walks
toward him. He grabs the nearest door and swings it open,
sliding behind the front side closest to the wall. BOOBIE's
phone vibrates with a text alert.
HACK(TEXT)
You alive?
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The GMNT AGENT pauses but passes without a glance. Relieved
BOOBIE starts to shuffle off but catches a glimpse of what is
in the room.
BOOBIE
What the fduck...
CUT TO:
EXT. GMNT BUILDING - DAY
HACK uses his phone to hack the power so they can sneak in
undetected.
HACK
You've got about 12 minutes before
their system realizes what I've done
and creates a counter algorithim.
TONY, KAYA, CLEETUS and HACK sneak into the building through
a lower level door. KAYA passes TONY a smoke filled vial.
KAYA
Take this, you might need it when
we're not around.
CUT TO:
INT. TEMPLE - DAY
MASTER INDICUS rolls a doobie.
MASTER SATAVIUS
What's that?
MASTER INDICUS
I have a stash of the Crystal Buds.
MASTER SATAVIUS
It won't burn infinitely without the
fronto and papers.
MASTER INDICUS
I mix it with Ethiopian Singularity
Hash. It gets you high as shit. But
there is another very interesting
effect.
MASTER INDICUS takes a toke of the joint she just rolled and
passes to MASTER SATAVIUS who inhales deeply. The smoke fills
their conscious, visions of the future flash in front of
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them.
MASTER SATAVIUS
We must leave for Central Park
immediately!
MASTER INDICUS
Yes, we must.
CUT TO:
INT. GMNT BUILDING - DAY
GMNT AGENTS find our heroes in the staircase. HACK turns
around, heading back downstairs as it gets real. CLEETUS
fights off the guards as TONY and KAYA find a way upstairs
through alternate doors.
CUT TO:
INT. GMNT BUILDING - DAY
BOOBIE peers around the room covered with surveillance photos
of himself and TONY. Video screens replay their confrontation
with the GMNT in front of the dry cleaner, as well as a live
feed inside TONY's apartment.
BOOBIE
Motherfuckers been watching us the
whole time. How did they get in the
crib?
His attention is drawn to a wall with a map and three large
circles surrounded by holy symbols he's seen before at the
MANSA MUSA shop. He traces the symbols and markings on the
map.
BOOBIE
They're trying to put together a new
doob. Emberless Bark, Crystal Buds.
His hand traces over a marking at Central Park.
BOOBIE
The Prime Fronto.
Movement catches BOOBIE's eye from one of the monitors. It's
the live feed from TONY's apartment. VICTORIA walks into the
cameras frame, apparently aware of its placement. She even
adjust the angle a bit.
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VICTORIA
Hello, control? Do you copy? I haven't
had contact with the targets in over
12 hours. Should I deploy or wait for
their return?
BOOBIE
Fucking knew it.
The door swings open, HATSHEPSUT stands in the doorway aiming
THE CALCIFIER.
HATSHEPSUT
Let's go. Your friends are here, we
wont be disappointing them.
CUT TO:
INT. GMNT BUILDING - DAY
In the staircase, TONY and KAYA spot HATSHEPSUT going towards
the roof. HATSHEPSUT picks up speed as BOOBIE is forced up
the staircase. Cleetus is trailing behind. He reaches into
his fanny pack and pulls out a small container with dried
mushrooms. He swallows the shrooms and double times to catch
up to the others.
BOOBIE
Save me nephew!!
TONY and KAYA double time up the stairs toward the roof.
CUT TO:
EXT. GMNT ROOF - DAY
A helicopter waits on the roof as HATSHEPSUT nudges BOOBIE
along with her weapon.
TONY
Hatshepsut! Stop! You're not yourself.
The Calcifier has forced you to tune
out your true feelings. Listen to your
heart, you should be on our side.
HATSHEPSUT spins around and fires the CALCIFIER at
TONY, who ducks
KAYA kicks the CALCIFIER out of HATSHEPSUTs hands, pulling a
small vial out of her FANNY PACK she inhales then exhales a

